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Abstract

When combining data from distinct sources, there is
a need to share meta-data and other knowledge about
various source domains. Due to semantic inconsisten-
cies, problems arise when combining knowledge across
domains when the knowledge is simply merged. Also,
knowledge that is irrelevant to the task of interop-
eration will be included, making the result unneces-
sarily complex. An algebra over domain ontologies
has been proposed to support disciplined manipulation
among heterogeneous systems. This paper describes
the domain ontology algebra and the use of articula-
tion rules to link declarative interfaces. In particular,
it discusses the articulation's implementation as part
of CLIPS production system capable of operating over
the ontologies described by the interfaces of objects reg-
istered in multiple CORBA servers.

1 Introduction

Many designers, developers, and users realize that
information in private and public software applica-
tions, as on the Internet, provides increasing oppor-
tunities to enhance productivity. Understanding the
content of the available information requires the use
of knowledge-based systems. However, e�ective use
of knowledge to support problem solving also requires
use of multiple domain knowledge. Simply taking the
union of multiple knowledge sources derived from dis-
tinct domains creates several problems. One prob-
lem is due to the di�ering representations of knowl-
edge obtained from di�erent sources. Furthermore,
the terms used to represent knowledge from diverse
domains will have semantic inconsistencies. These in-
consistencies occur because the knowledge-content will
di�er both in semantics and in compositional granu-
larity. A union of multiple knowledge bases includes
irrelevant knowledge and the result will be large, and
disproportionally costly to process.

For intelligent access to heterogeneous information,
the focus should be on the intersection of the domains,
since intersection will de�ne the required articulations.
The term articulation refers to the linkages which join
concepts across domains [9].

Linking domains using knowledge bases extends
and generalizes the identi�cation of the articulation to
a set of manipulations, such as selecting, combining,

extending, specializing, and modifying components
from diverse common and domain-speci�c sources. To
deal with most of these issues, an algebra over on-
tologies has been proposed in [31] which is intended
to support disciplined manipulation of knowledge re-
sources. The representation of vocabularies and their
structure is termed an ontology whereas the operations
that combine and partition structures in a sound and
well-behaved manner are termed an ontology algebra.
The basic algebra consists of three operations, namely
intersection, union and di�erence.

The objective of an ontology algebra is to pro-
vide the capability for interrogating multiple sources,
which are largely semantically disjoint, but where ar-
ticulations have been established that enable interop-
eration. The emergent need to de�ne articulations
between data resources has been demonstrated and
described in [15] and [32]. The algebra is driven by
the articulation rules. The foundation of articulating
a domain algebra lies in partitioning the domains. A
partition establishes a subset of the concepts in a do-
main.

The idea of combining knowledge-bases [24] with
declarative interfaces is complementary: declarative
interfaces are primarily about specifying component
syntax and distributed implementations [26], whereas
research in knowledge-based systems has addressed is-
sues of component design, component binding, and
component semantics [2]. This paper describes the
role of a domain ontology algebra in declarative in-
terfaces. It demonstrates the use of an algebra that
provides users and system developers with the ability
to intelligently manipulate components in real time.

1.1 Related Work

An introduction to Domain Ontology Algebra is
presented in references [31][32]. In these papers, the
advantage of a domain algebra is described. Some
suggested interoperation functionalities of the domain
algebra are presented in [19]. Also, there has been
a signi�cant amount of research in the interopera-
ble systems community. The representative literature
in semantic interoperations are presented in [28][7][6].
Much of this work conforms to describing interfaces
which mirrors the e�ort in the database community
[5][1] that addresses the problem at the schema level
[17][33]. There are a number of similarities with the



database and knowledge-base community and the pro-
posed work, e.g., the concept of articulation [9][15],
translating heterogeneous information into a meta
level model [22][30], active database [29] and associ-
ating constraints and triggers with objects [11], etc.,
hence the adaptation of methods from the heteroge-
neous database literature, mediation and integration
aspects to the problem of disciplined manipulation of
information sources across networks, languages and
platforms.

Considering that declarative interfaces are primar-
ily about specifying syntax and component implemen-
tation, it appears that it may be better to adapt pre-
viously devised technology to the problem of interop-
eration such as object algebras [16]. However, there
are two main di�erences with the current technology:
(i), the heterogeneity of the interfaces, and (ii) the au-
tonomy of the interfaces. The �rst problem relates to
the problem of semantic mismatch and granularity in-
compatibility. The second problem is that interfaces
are de�ned by resources available at a compile time
and hence may not fully cooperate in runtime. Some
of these problems have been discussed with respect
to the modern concept of coordinating distributed ob-
jects in declarative interfaces as in [13][23].

The problem of interoperation among heteroge-
neous systems is central to the area of integration, as
represented in [34]. We are using parts of the research
devised for the abstraction of representation [19] in
the current project.

2 Interface De�nition and Speci�ca-
tion Systems

A number of object-oriented technologies have been
developed to support large-scale interoperation among
distributed applications [28]. However, managing
large-scale interoperation of objects remains a task
which requires many levels of expertise and an ad-
herence to standards. With the advent of distributed
computing, applications use interface de�nition stan-
dards to support interoperation in client-server and
mediated architectures.

Many existing systems have strong notions of in-
terfaces. These interfaces allow binding to services
provided by their corresponding architectures if their
interfaces can be described. Systems like Object Re-
quest Broker (ORB) [25] and Inter-Language Uni�ca-
tion (ILU)[10] promote interoperability via interfaces
between modules. Module is the generic term used to
denote whatever units of program structure are de-
sired. Modules could be parts of one process, all writ-
ten in the same language; they could be parts writ-
ten in di�erent languages. A module could be a dis-
tributed system implemented by many programs on
many machines. Calls across interfaces involve only
as many mechanisms as necessary for the calling and

called modules to interact. Modules are known by
their interfaces. A module interface is speci�ed in
the system's object-oriented interface de�nitions lan-
guage. In most systems, Interface De�nitions Lan-
guages have been designed to facilitate such descrip-
tion (e.g. as Xerox ILU, OMG ORB, and OSF DCE
Remote Procedure Call (RPC) [18]).

2.1 CORBA: A Brief Overview

To narrow down its scope to an implementation
level, this paper relates directly to the Common Ob-
ject Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) often
known as The CORBA Standard [21]. In particular
the selected CORBA implementation is the IONA im-
plementation of CORBA.

The CORBA is a system of standards and speci�ca-
tions that describes how software components can in-
teroperate across networks, languages and platforms.
CORBA allows for client-server interaction between
heterogeneous objects distributed over a wide-area
network. CORBA makes meta information describing
the objects in a system and their interfaces available so
that it can access other objects. Any object connected
to an Object Request Broker (ORB) can play simulta-
neously the role of client and server and hence Objects
can initiate calls and respond to requests. ORB is the
part of CORBA which facilitates client-server commu-
nication and interaction between distributed objects.

To reach object interoperability and for objects to
plug and play, clients have to know exactly what they
can expect from every object they might call upon
for a service. In CORBA, the services that an object
provides are described to interface between the object
itself and the rest of the system. The objective of the
interface is twofold: (i) it informs clients of the services
that the objects provide as well as the access method
to invoke these services and (ii) it informs the com-
munications infrastructure of the format of the access
methods.

2.2 The Interface De�nition Language

CORBA Interface De�nition Language (IDL) is de-
�ned as a language for describing the interfaces of soft-
ware objects. An interface is a description of the set
of possible operations that a client may request of an
object [25]. An IDL interface speci�cation contains
declarations of types, exceptions and constants. IDL
is independent of programming languages, and may be
used to describe objects implemented using a variety
of programming languages, compilers or operating sys-
tems. For instance, the IDL speci�cation of an object
Bicycle and class Shop can be described as follows:

interface Shop {
readonly attribute long parent;
void set(in long value);
long get();

};



interface Bicycle : Shop {
readonly attribute short size;
readonly attribute short color;
short getSize();
short getColor();

};

The information represented by the IDL speci�ca-
tion for any objects connected to a CORBA server is
compiled and stored in the Interface Repository ser-
vice which the server provides. The interface reposi-
tory can be examined by objects on the server in order
to ascertain what other objects are connected to the
server and what interfaces they provide. This allows
an object to request services from other objects on the
server without having prior knowledge of the other ob-
jects or their interfaces.

3 Knowledge and Domains

This section discusses the implication of perceiv-
ing interface descriptions as domain knowledge. Per-
ceiving interfaces as domain knowledge addresses sev-
eral objectives, namely resolving implementation dif-
ferences, interpretation and partial information.

A primary role of acquiring interfaces as domain
knowledge is to resolve domain implementation dif-
ferences. As some of the work on designing client-
server applications focuses on designing software mod-
els, one can realize the di�erent possibilities in the
modeling considered in their design. For an interop-
eration among heterogeneous distributed systems, one
must focus on relating di�erent models. There are sig-
ni�cant di�erences which make the task of relating the
semantics of the models di�cult. These di�erences are
due to their interface compositions.

A second aspect of acquiring interfaces as domain
knowledge is to establish correct semantic Interpre-
tation. To permit objects to interoperate with other
heterogeneous systems, it is not su�cient to simply
merge the information on the basis of the semantics.
Simplymatching terms does not correspond to match-
ing meanings. On the other hand, considering the link-
ages or articulation rules among these domains would
be a better tradeo� in the interoperation. For each
of these domain interfaces, the corresponding articu-
lation rules are de�ned among the needed partitions.
Interoperability can hence occur in a sound manner.

Another aspect of acquiring interfaces as domain
knowledge is to handle partial information. Knowl-
edge bases can handle incomplete information [12].
This problem in object oriented technology is typi�ed
in most hierarchical trees by their inability to handle
partial information. For example there is no way to
assert an object in the hierarchy without a reference
to a root.

3.1 Terminology, De�nitions and Assump-

tions

Partitioning: In a given application, there is an in-
terest in certain knowledge rather than the complete
composition of the domain. For instance, one may
consider the single concept of Wheel from a domain
Factory . Partitioning is equivalent to the produc-
tion of simpler approximations of domain knowledge
bases. When knowledge bases involve a large vocabu-
lary, partitioning is also the process of aggregating the
knowledge model to another involving smaller vocabu-
lary and fewer constants. Often the aggregation is per-
formed by translating the declarative knowledge pred-
icates and grouping the vocabulary and constants into
arbitrary expressions. Hence, in a Factorymodel, one
can group

fSpoke(x)^ Wheel(y) ^ Frame(z)g

as the components of a bicycle. In the Factory
model, the concept of Bicycle is not necessarily de-
�ned, hence the classes Spoke, Wheel and Frame are
not related to each other. 2

Context: Another factor of partitioning is context.
Context has been proposed as a means of de�ning
the validity of a sentence relative to a situation. For-
malizing contexts [20][4] develop the notion of context
which allows predicate axioms for �xed situations to
be \lifted" to more dynamic contexts or when situa-
tions change. The context formalism is an extension
to �rst-order logic in which sentences are valid within
a context. To this end, the denotation of ist(c; p) is
used to denote that a formula of a proposition p which
is true in a context c. For example given a context
Factory for the bicycle components, one can write

ist(Factory; Spoke(x)^ Wheel(y)^ Frame(z)).
2

Articulation Rules: The idea of using context di-
rectly relates to the notion of partitioning in this pa-
per; however manipulating partitions presents another
scope, namely Articulation. The term articulation ax-
ioms has been established in [15] but refers to the rules
that are used for translating concepts across domains.
In this paper we refer to these rules as the articula-
tion rules. On the other hand, the partitions are the
axioms upon which rules can be established from one
domain to another. A main di�erence between the
partitions and the articulation rules is that the parti-
tions relate to speci�c domains whereas the rules are
maintained separately from the domain [32]. For in-
stance, the bicycle components of a Factory match
the concept of Bicycle in a toy Shop. Hence one can
write

ist(Factory; Spoke(x)^ Wheel(y)^ Frame(z))
,

ist(Shop; Bicycle(z)):



The articulation rule's speci�cation is the part of
the domain algebra which describes the linkages that
handle interoperation between the independent sys-
tems. The articulations allow server-to-server interac-
tions between heterogeneous objects distributed over
a wide-area network. 2

3.2 A Domain Algebra

Automatic reasoning about the interfaces requires a
more formal approach to transformation and manipu-
lation of their equivalences. Hence a set of operations
are established for the needed manipulations. These
operations describe the domain algebra.

The domain algebra is symbolically composed of
two types, namely partitions and operation symbols.
The domain partitions are atomic elements of articu-
lation rules. The Articulation rules themselves are the
atomic elements of the algebra. On the other hand,
the symbols of operations, such as

T
,
S

and �, stand
for the algebra operations. For multiple domain on-
tologies, the complete operations among domains are:

Operation Symbol Semantics

Intersection
T

Create sharable expressions

Union
S

Create all expressions
Di�erence � Create not shared expressions

� Intersection: The intersection is the �rst concept
of the domain algebra since it allows the algebra
to bring together two domain ontologies. It is
equivalent to an AND operator. The concept of in-
tersection is not exactly like the predecessor alge-
bras: the intersection is hand crafted and reects
the articulation rules.

� Union: The union concept allows the algebra to
bring together two domain ontologies to form a
new one. It is equivalent to an OR operator.
However the algebra lacks a formal approach to
eliminate redundant knowledge that is common
to both. This leads to several ways of establish-
ing the unions of multiple domains. It is conve-
nient to think of knowledge as not being redun-
dant if not explicitly speci�ed by the articulation
rules. Similarly to the natural join in relational
databases, the domain algebra union joins inter-
faces when they link through shared articulation
rules. The union is restricted only to the knowl-
edge that the rules relate to. In object oriented
models, inheritance and class ownership are typ-
ical relations that an articulation rule can relate
to.

� Di�erence: The di�erence concept completes the
algebra and its presence compensates for the ab-
sence of negation [31]. The di�erence operation
retrieves the elements in domains that are NOT
covered by another. Hence, the di�erence oper-

Articulation KB

A::Color=B::Table

Interface A

Interface B

Difference
of Domains

Union
of Domains

Intersection
of Domains

Figure 1. When interoperating among multiple loosely coupled
distributed objects, articulation rules establish the links
between domains and drive a domain ontology algebra.

ation results in asymmetrical results and is not
commutative.

Such an algebra can provide a basis of interrogating
multiple interfaces which are semantically disjoint, but
where a shared knowledge base has been established.

3.3 Partitioning Domains

The domain algebra scales partitioned domain on-
tologies, given some application objectives. The par-
titioning of a domain ontology is treated by �rst or-
der logic formalism. This traces back to early work
on algebras [8] which were demonstrated by �rst or-
der predicate calculus. The two identi�ed roles in
translating a domain are partitioning and articulation.
Partitioning separates the domain into propositions or
partitions. Context de�nitions maintain the partitions
within the corresponding contexts where Articulation
Rules can be established. These articulation rules are
used for linkages across domains. We consider these
rules are declared and maintained by the domain ex-
perts independently from the domain sources.

Figure 1 illustrates the two functionalities of the
translating of an interface: (i), the partitioning of in-
terface repositories (Interfaces A and B) to a corre-
sponding �rst order representation, and (ii), the ar-
ticulation rules which are maintained in a knowledge-
based system (Articulation KB).

4 Implementation

This section provides an overview of the implemen-
tation of the system capable of operating over the on-
tologies described by registered interfaces in CORBA
interface repositories. The system is based on interfac-
ing CORBA, since CORBA is most likely to become
the industry standard for client-server and distributed
systems. The implementation is more of a system inte-
gration process than a complete coding. The software
component that incorporates the domain algebra and
articulation rules is CLIPS. CLIPS is fully integrated
in the implemented system, that is all the software



components of CLIPS are used. To facilitate a quick
prototype implementation, the system was designed
to meet numerous objectives. One of the objectives is
to build an extensible prototype { a system that sup-
ports non-traditional applications and can serve as a
environment for future innovations and improvements
in information integration technology.

4.1 CLIPS

CLIPS is a productive development and delivery
expert system tool which provides a complete en-
vironment for the construction of rule and object-
based expert systems [27]. CLIPS has been de-
veloped by the Software Technology Branch (STB),
NASA/Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. CLIPS has
been designed for full integration with other languages
such as C/C++ and Ada. CLIPS is the acronym for
C Language Integrated Production System.

CLIPS provides a cohesive knowledge representa-
tion tool for handling a variety of knowledge with
support for three di�erent programming paradigms:
rule-based, object-oriented and procedural. The rule-
based, are primarily intended for heuristic knowledge
based on experience and hence articulation rules. On
the other hand, the object-oriented programming in
CLIPS is referred to as the CLIPS Object Oriented
Language (COOL). COOL allows complex systems to
be modeled as modular components. The �ve gener-
ally accepted features of object oriented programming
are class de�nitions, message handlers, abstraction,
encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism. COOL
will be used to mirror the declarative interfaces. The
rules can interact and match objects. The procedural
programming capabilities provided by CLIPS are sim-
ilar to capabilities found in languages such as C/C++,
Pascal, Ada, and Lisp.

CLIPS includes a number of features to support
the veri�cation and validation of articulation rules, in-
cluding support for modular design and partitioning
of a knowledge base, static and dynamic constraint
checking of slot values and function arguments, and
semantic analysis of rule patterns to determine if in-
consistencies could prevent a rule interaction with the
objects.

CLIPS is based on the Rete pattern matching algo-
rithm. The e�ciency of this algorithm is based on the
assumption that data changes slowly over time. This
assumption matches perfectly the nature of declara-
tive interfaces that also slowly change over time.

4.2 The Dynamic Invocation Interface Func-

tions

The Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) allows re-
quests to be built up and invoked dynamically to
CORBA servers. Initially, clients need to know
interface-related information only at the invocation

time. A DII request, like a static request, is com-
posed of an operation name, an object reference, and
a parameter list.

In the current implementation, three functions were
integrated in the system to support the DII requests.
The objective is that given an object reference, the
object's type and all information about that type can
be determined at runtime by calling functions de�ned
by the Interface Repository. In particular, these func-
tions can determine: the module in which the interface
was de�ned, if any, the name of the interface, the inter-
face's attributes and their de�nitions, the interface's
operations and their de�nitions, including parameter,
context and exception de�nitions, and the inheritance
speci�cation of the interface.

GetCorbaInterface server-name

This function is to get all the interfaces from the
Interface Repository of a CORBA server, whose name
is the parameter of this function. It will get the
necessary information through calls to the Interfaces
Repository. Moreover, this function will then de�ne
all the interfaces locally in CLIPS. Although all the
attributes and operations of the remote objects will
also be put into the de�nition of the local objects,
they are not used to store or retrieve values at this
point. For instance, one may interrogate interfaces for
their corresponding contents, given a Factory domain
locates at IP address 171.64.75.95,

(defcontext FACTORY)
(GetCorbaInterface "171.64.75.95")

and a Shop domain at an IP address 171.64.75.15,
(defcontext SHOP)
(GetCorbaInterface "171.64.75.15")

Browsing the corresponding surrogates in COOL
one might have

DOMAIN FACTORY

FACTORY
FRAME

Dimension
Color-table

SPOKE

WHEEL

DOMAIN SHOP

SHOP
BICYCLE

Size
Color
stock-number()

SUPPLIER

After GetCorbaInterface acquires the interfaces
from the Interface Repository of the CORBA server
and maps them locally, the system is ready to interop-
erate and create objects of the interfaces. More than
one object of the same class can be created and each of
them actually has its own context. The defcontext
speci�cation is equivalent to the module de�nition in
CLIPS.

To keep track of all the references to CORBA ob-
jects created that were dynamically created, each local
object references back the actual CORBA object to be



able to retrieve attributes and invoke operations. This
also maintains the independency and evolution of the
servers. Hence a new attribute in every local object
that corresponds to a remote CORBA object is cre-
ated. This attribute is called CorbaObjectNum, which
is a mapping between a local object and a remote ob-
ject.

MakeCorbaInstance interface-name object-name

This function is needed for making instances of
CORBA objects, and the new information is stored
in the local objects. This information is called
CorbaObjectNum and provides the mapping between
CLIPS objects and CORBA object references on the
server. The full interface description will be put in
a string, which is also stored as an attribute. This
function takes two parameters: the class name and
the object name. For instance one may interrogate
the class BICYCLE in context SHOP, or more precisely
SHOP::BICYCLE as

(MakeCorbaInstance SHOP::BICYCLE
[Bontrager])

and hence a local surrogate object [Bontrager]
is created. Each MakeCorbaInstance request updates
the object references through CorbaObjectNum.

InvokeCorbaOperations CorbaObjectNum oper-

ation return

This function makes remote function calls to the
objects residing on the CORBA server. It takes in
the CorbaObjectNum, which provides the mapping be-
tween local CLIPS objects and remote CORBA ob-
ject references on the server; the name of the op-
eration that the user wants to invoke, and �nally a
multi-�eld value. This multi-�eld contains �rst the
return type; then if the return is OBJREF, the return
new object instance name and class name; and �-
nally a list of type/value pairs of parameters. Types
can be OBJREF, SHORT, LONG, USHORT, ULONG, FLOAT,
DOUBLE, BOOLEAN, CHAR, or STRING. InvokeCorbaOper-
ations function calls the necessary CORBA functions
to perform the operation dynamically. For instance,
one may invoke a CORBA operation

(InvokeCorbaOperations
(send [Bontrager] get-CorbaObjectNum)
"get-stock-number"
(FLOAT)).

The speci�c operation

(send [Bontrager] get-CorbaObjectNum)

gets the index into the CORBA object array to get
the object reference. "Get-stock-number" is the de-
sired operation to invoke on the object. In this exam-
ple, stock-number computes the amount of items in
stock. The multi-�eld (FLOAT) stores the information
of the return type of the operation and information
about the parameters, in this case a oat value.

4.3 Articulation Rules: Bi-directional pro-

duction Rules

In expert systems, a production rule facility allows
de�nitions of operations that are executed whenever
speci�c events occur or certain conditions are met. In
general, a production rule takes the form of:

If [condition] then [action]

The approach taken by the production rules com-
munity has been to provide rules that take the activity
in one direction, namely Left Hand Side (LHS) where
conditions and patterns are described to the Right
Hand Side (RHS) where the corresponding actions are
listed [3]. On the other hand, articulations are equiv-
alence rules and a new mechanism was adopted to ref-
erence them. In general, an articulation rule takes the
form of:

[condition-action] equivalent [condition-action]

The syntax of the writing of articulation rules is
based on an extension of CLIPS production rule con-
struction. An articulation rule is parsed in two direc-
tions and hence it becomes equivalent to two produc-
tion rules. The current implementation of the articula-
tion rule system includes three commands for de�ning
and manipulating rules, namely de�ne-articulation,
delete-articulation and modify-articulation.

A production rule is activated when the condition
is matched and the actions are executed. On the other
hand, the actions modify the working memory accord-
ing to the rule speci�cations. Since CLIPS is purely
pattern-based, the triggering events are directly linked
to the objects manipulated with the Dynamic Invoca-
tion Interface Functions, namely GetCorbaInterface,
MakeCorbaInstance and InvokeCorbaOperations.

de�ne-articulation articulation-name partition
, partition

de�ne-articulation is a CLIPS function that creates
rules using CLIPS defrule construct. This function
e�ectively creates two production rules. For instance,
a new rule, namely new-rule, can be de�ned as

(define-articulation new-rule
(object (is-a FACTORY::FRAME)

(Dimension ?x := (map ?x "10 01-04;..")))
<=>
(object (is-a SHOP::BICYCLE)

(Size ?x := (map ?x "01-04 10;.."))))

The is-a constraint is a native CLIPS and is used
for specifying class constraints. This constraint also
encompasses subclasses of the matching classes. On
the other hand, the := symbol is a new notation and
is a predicate return value constraint operator. When
needed, it is possible to use the return value of the
external function map to modify the value of a �eld.
In the conversion of an articulation rule to production



rules, the predicate return value constraint operator is
translated in the action list.

Rede�ning a currently existing articulation rule
causes the previous rule with the same name to be
removed. This is due to the implementation of CLIPS.

delete-articulation articulation-name

The delete-articulation removes a previously de-
�ned articulation rule. Since an articulation is e�ec-
tively two production rules, the deletion of an articu-
lation rule is equivalent to the deletion of two produc-
tion rules. The previously created rule new-rule can
be deleted as

(delete-articulation new-rule)

The delete action can also be accomplished at the
CLIPS level using undefrule.

modify-articulation articulation-name partition

, partition

Themodify-articulation action allows the partitions
of articulation rules to be modi�ed. The partitions
of an articulation rules can be changed after the rule
has been de�ned. However, this requirement is not
enforced since the modify action is actually a dele-
tion followed by the new de�nition. CLIPS does not
support production rules modi�cation. The modify-
articulation is meant to complete the set of de�ning
and manipulating the articulation rules.

(modify-articulation new-rule
(object (is-a FACTORY::FRAME | DEPOT::FRAME)

(Dimension ?x))
<=>
(object (is-a SHOP::BICYCLE)

(Height ?x)))

The ``|'' constraint is a connective constraint.
Native CLIPS syntax allow three connective con-
straints, namely ``&'' (and), ``|'' (or) and ``~''
(not). The ``&'' constraint is satis�ed if two adjoin-
ing constrains are satis�ed. The ``|'' constraint is
satis�ed if either of the two adjoining constrained are
satis�ed. The ``~'' constraint is satis�ed if the fol-
lowing constraint is not satis�ed (Further details on
predicate connective constraint and other CLIPS fea-
tures can be found in the CLIPS 6.0 programming
guide).

The two examples introduced in the de�ne-
articulation and modify-articulation cases demon-
strate the mechanism of relating partitions. Since a
partition may include more that one condition, con-
junctive conditions can be listed with no constraint
operator. The reason of listing two partitions with dif-
ferent contexts in the articulation rule as in the modify
action examples demonstrate the multiple inheritance
capability of CLIPS.

4.4 Operating over Domains

This section illustrates three examples of the do-
main ontology algebra relating to three operations,
namely intersection, union and di�erence. The articu-
lation rule examples introduced in Section 4.3 can be
alternatively edited in a user interface through tables.
The intersection, union and di�erence examples in the
current section refers to the set of articulation rules
described in Table 4.4. Reading Figure 4.4 from right
to left, the articulation rules column displays the rule
number. An interface name and class name are pos-
sible contexts for an entry. The predication occurs at
the attribute level. Mapping functions are expanded
to their contents.

1. Domains intersection: A FACTORY can query the
domain SHOP and acquire the number of BICYCLE
sorted by color and amount in stock.

2. Domains union: A consulting agency can verify
for the domain FACTORY and acquire the number
of BICYCLE, sorted by color and amount in stock,
for more than one shop. This reects a union over
multiple domain intersections.

3. Domain di�erences: A FACTORY can query the
domain SHOP and acquire the components or ac-
cessories that the SHOP relates to the BICYCLE,
but FACTORY does not manufacture.

5 Status, Conclusions and Future
Work

The current implementation is currently written for
the `C' Language Integrated Production System 6.0
(CLIPS) [14][27]. Since user interface functions and
data access functions are separated out into other com-
ponents, the domain algebra consists mainly of rules.

The system as described in this paper is fully im-
plemented and operational. It consists approximately
of 4,000 lines of C and C++ code with comments (ap-
proximately 600 C and C++ comments). The actual
coding took about three man-months, but the system
was carefully designed before any implementation be-
gan. Advanced expertise with CLIPS 6.0 internal ker-
nel code was required.

The fact that the system could be implemented
in a short time reects well on the integration as-
pects of CLIPS. This also underlines the intent of the
author of system integration as opposed to coding.
One intention of the implementation is that it can be
used by researchers not involved in establishing do-
main algebras. The wrapper that translates CORBA
interfaces to COOL objects is currently made avail-
able as a public software package and can be down-
loaded from (www-db.stanford.edu/~maluf/ccnp/-
ccnp.html). To this stage the software has been
down-loaded to over 100 researchers or users across
the Internet.



Predicate Context Articulation Rule

Translation Function Attribute Class Interface

01-04 yrs = 10"
05-08 yrs = 14" Size BICYCLE SHOP
09-11 yrs = 16" 0123

12-15 yrs = 18"
16-18 yrs = 20" Dimension FRAME FACTORY
18-65 yrs = 22"

#FC2334 = Black
#FC3365 = Red Color BICYCLE SHOP

#FC5467 = Blue 0125
#FC8934 = White
#FC2422 = Yellow Color-table FRAME FACTORY
#FC2545 = Grey

Figure 2. Articulation rules can be alternatively edited in a user interface through tables. From right to left, the articulation rules
column displays the rule number. An interface name and class name are possible contexts for an entry. The predication occurs
at the attribute level. Mapping functions are expanded to their contents. Hence, a mapping function that translates units of
age to inches can be stated as facts.

This paper describes a system of allowing multi-
ple declarative interface interactions between hetero-
geneous objects distributed over a wide-area network.
The objectives set in this paper are to establish the
articulation needed for a domain algebra and thus
sustain interoperation at an ontological level. The
main objective of the use of a domain ontology al-
gebra is to combine partitioned structures in a sound
and well-behaved manner. Users and system develop-
ers can translate objects that provide comprehensive
coverage of topics of interest and object usability and
re-usability by di�erent applications in changing en-
vironments. The domain algebra can bring about a
shift from designing interfaces to the manipulation,
enhancement, and maintenance of domain ontologies.

The behavior of large sets of articulation rules can
be di�cult to understand and control. To this point,
no tests have been accomplished with large sets of ar-
ticulation sets. However in heterogeneous systems, in-
teraction among domains is not likely to have large
sets of rules. On the other hand, the only problem
foreseen in potential large sets of rules is their main-
tenance.

The current research is a complementary approach
to the current knowledge-based systems that support
disciplined manipulation of large integrated sources.
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